Busch Student Center Area

All-day programs
10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Experience Summer Session
International Lounge
Experience Summer Session in collaboration with Center for Mathematics, Science, and Computer Education; Game Research and Immersive Design; Makerspace; and Teaching and Learning with Technology. Learn about our latest program offerings, participate in hands-on activities, and more! Office of Summer and Winter Sessions BSC-360

KinderCare Education
Meet the staff and enjoy kid-friendly interactive games, learning opportunities, and hands-on demos. Institutional Planning and Operations, Economic Development Group BSC-50

Learning with Machines
International Lounge
Design, print, color, and keep a customized button, and get your photo taken by self-learning cameras. Center for Mathematics, Science, and Computer Education BSC-329

Planning and Building the Future Campus
Fireside Lounge
See a display of current and upcoming major capital construction projects on the New Brunswick campus. Institutional Planning and Operations BSC-123

Rutgers Esports Smashdown
Busch Student Center
Go head-to-head in Super Smash Bros. Ultimate. Rutgers Esports BSC-268

Rutgers Makerspace
See how we help Rutgers makers with 3D printers, laser cutters and engravers, CNC milling, UV printing, digital embroidery, and more. Division of Continuing Studies BSC-444

Where to Eat

The Busch Student Center features a food court and dining hall offering a cafeteria-style menu at a special Rutgers Day price of $12 per person.

Engineering BBQ is located in the Engineering Area.

Vendors are set up throughout the campus.

Board Game Bash
Test your skills with traditional Asian board games like mahjong, carom, and reversi; experience origami; and try bubble tea. Society of Asian Scientists and Engineers (SASE) BEA-513

Boats, Boats, Boats
Learn the physics behind boat building. Build a ship’s hull and see how many coins you can fit before it sinks. American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) BEA-395

Bridge Building
How much will your bridge withstand? Create a bridge using playdough and toothpicks. Engineers in Action, School of Engineering BEA-450

Building Mini Robots
Build your own mini robot with a simple battery and motor! HKN (Eta Kappa Nu), IEEE, and Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering BEA-342

Cotton Candy
Enjoy cotton candy with the brothers of Phi Sigma Rho and learn more about our fraternity. Phi Sigma Rho BEA-54

Dessert and Lemonade at the Engineering Science Fair
See what your alma mater is up to at the Engineering Science Fair. Stop by between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. for dessert and lemonade. School of Engineering BEA-449

DIY Slime and Science Experiments
Make your own stress balls and slime, and see a chemical reaction explaining density. American Institute of Chemical Engineers, Rutgers Department of Chemical Engineering BEA-345

Edible Fiberglass Insulation?
Learn how fiberglass wall insulation is made. Materials Science and Engineering BEA-296

Electrical and Computer Engineers in Motion
Recharge your imagination and learn about cloud computing, cyber security, green energy, virtual reality, and more. Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) BEA-106

Enabling the Future One Hand at a Time
Check out our 3D printed hands, which will be donated to children in need. School of Engineering BEA-446

Engineering Clean Drinking Water…and Beyond!
Try a hands-on demonstration of conventional water treatment and learn how our research promotes clean water. Civil and Environmental Engineering BEA-365

Engineering Science Fair
Curious about the “hows” and “whys” of engineering? See how ideas are transformed from fantasy into reality by Rutgers engineering students. School of Engineering BEA-439

Engineers Barbecue for YOU
Hang out in the new Engineering Science Barbecue for YOU and learn about cloud computing, cyber security, green energy, virtual reality, and more. Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) BEA-106

Everyday Chemistry
Experience everyday chemistry in exciting ways! School of Engineering BEA-434

Extreme Engineering: Make a Slingshot
Love making good use of playful behavior? Come make a slingshot that can be used to hit a tower of shoe boxes. School of Engineering BEA-541

Flight Simulator
Try your hand using the RC flight simulator. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) BEA-60
Journey to the STARS
See demos of cubesat, aero-spike, and antennae prototypes, showcasing space exploration research happening right here at Rutgers. The Space Technology Association of Rutgers (STAR) BEA-428

Lean Lego Game
Challenge yourself to build a designed house model in under 30 seconds using critical thinking and industrial engineering concepts. Institute of Industrial and Systems Engineers BEA-410

Liquid Nitrogen Ice Cream
“Chill out” and watch our engineers make ice cream! Materials Science and Engineering, School of Engineering BEA-34

Mini Jitterbug Robots and Bot Battle
Learn the basics of a simple circuit with the mini jitterbug robot, see a Bot Battle, and personalize your own robot to take home with you! Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering BEA-476

Packaging Concepts
Enjoy a carton decoration station, ring toss, and egg drop—all while learning about packaging concepts. Rutgers Packaging Engineering Club, Rutgers Packaging Engineering Department BEA-328

Playdough Bridge Building
Can you build a bridge using toothpicks and playdough? Civil and Environmental Engineering, Engineers in Action, School of Engineering BEA-518

Post-it Construction Project
Build a stable, weight-supporting structure using only Post-it notes. Rutgers Engineering Honors Council BEA-193

Racing with the Rutgers Formula Car
Lot 59
Chat with the Rutgers Formula Race Team to learn how engineers build the car, and see a Formula SAE car in action. School of Engineering BEA-540

Rail Safety Education in Highway-Rail Grade Crossing
Brush up on rail safety and explore train system models. Civil and Environmental Engineering, AREMA Student Chapter, Rutgers Rail Program BEA-205

Robots, Drones, and Bridges, Oh My!
Check out two robots, multiple drones, a three dimensional aerial imagery robot, and a bridge structural assessment tool. School of Engineering BEA-479

Rocket Lab
Learn about high powered rocketry being developed at Rutgers. Rutgers American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Rutgers Rocket Propulsion Lab BEA-485

RU Makerspace Club
See what’s possible at the Makerspace, and decorate a Scarlet Knight keychain or wooden Rutgers R to take home. School of Engineering BEA-418

RU Solar Car Team
Lot 59
Participate in fun activities created by students who design a full-sized car, powered entirely by solar energy, to race across the country. RU Solar Car Team BEA-317

Science and Slime!
Learn about the wacky science of slime! Design and make your own slime balls and answer science trivia for cool prizes. Theta Tau BEA-295

Seeing Atoms: One by One
Engineering Building A-Wing, room 117
See single atoms using one of the most powerful microscopes in the world. Learn how we use this information to understand new materials for making electricity from sunlight, for stronger building materials, and for better chemistry. Materials Science and Engineering BEA-537

Slime Station
Learn how to make slime from Rutgers engineers. Minority Engineering Educational Task BEA-333

Spaghetti Bridge
Create and test bridges made from pasta and marshmallows. Engineering Governing Council BEA-508

Swirl with SWE
Build your own pinwheel and learn about wind energy. Society of Women Engineers BEA-141

The Science of Suds: How to Make the Best Bubble
Blow the biggest bubble using household items and chemical engineering concepts. Omega Chi Epsilon, The National Chemical Engineering Honors Society BEA-517

Life Sciences Area

All-day programs
10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

All About Orthopaedics
Learn more about the program and play Wheel of Fortune to win a prize. Rutgers North Jersey Orthopaedic Department BLSA-37

Anatomy Game
Match felt body parts to their locations on the body, label body parts, or play Operation. Rutgers American Medical Student Association BLSA-15

Balloon Darts Trivia
Throw a dart, pop a balloon, and answer a question to win a prize. Rutgers Visionary Lions Club BLSA-475

Biggest Fintech Companies
Learn about the biggest financial technology companies in the U.S., and what they’re bringing to the industry. Master of Quantitative Finance Program BLSA-455

Biology Games
Play games, win prizes, and learn about science. Biology Club, Division of Life Sciences, School of Arts and Sciences BLSA-185

Bitcoin Bonanza
Learn about crypto and blockchain, answer questions, and win free Bitcoin! Rutgers Bit: Cryptocurrency and Blockchain Club BLSA-423
Blocks with BITS! Play oversized Jenga! Will your block pose a question? Business Information Technology Society BLSA-94

BRAIN Exhibit Answer questions related to the brain, neuroscience, psychology, and mental health. Rutgers Building Research, Advocacy, and Innovation in Neuroscience (BRAIN) BLSA-472

Brain Teaser Bingo with Ascend! Play Bingo with a brain-teasing twist. Ascend Leaders BLSA-302

Build a Microbe Learn about common microbes and their effects on the human body. Then, build one of your own to take home. Society for Advancement of Chicanos/Hispanics and Native Americans in Science (SACNAS) BLSA-259

Building a Supercomputer on Raspberry Pi See supercomputer Raspberry Pi in action, and check out demos of how supercomputers are built and run. Office of Advanced Research Computing (OARC) BLSA-478

Building Blocks Compete to build the tallest tower while learning about the different steps of the supply chain. Rutgers University Supply Chain Association BLSA-118

buildOn a Better Future Jenga with a twist: answer questions about education and literacy rates. buildOn BLSA-213

Business Golf Outing Answer a trivia question correctly, and shoot for a mini golf hole-in-one to win Rutgers Business School apparel. Rutgers Business Governing Association (RBGA) BLSA-212

Can We See DNA? Extract strawberry DNA that you can see and take home with you. Molecular Biology and Biochemistry Society BLSA-524

Caring for Your Mind Play a game of Wellness Trivia for a prize. Department of Psychiatric Rehabilitation and Counseling Professions, School of Health Professions BLSA-357

Cell Detectives Learn our sleuthing techniques for finding cancer cells, and play the game of “good cells versus bad cells.” MSCLS in Cytopathology, School of Health Professions BLSA-355

Chair Football No field? No problem. Play football using chairs. Future Business Leaders of America-Phi Beta Lambda BLSA-171

Circle of Health Experience over 15 different areas relating to health and wellness! Games, contests, giveaways, and lots of health-themed fun! School of Health Professions BLSA-347

Clinical Research Jeopardy Test your knowledge about clinical research and win a prize. Clinical Trials, Health Informatics Programs, School of Health Professions BLSA-359

Competitive Programming Come learn about how competitions are run, and challenge your knowledge! Rutgers Competitive Programming BLSA-456

Computer Science at Rutgers Hill Center, room 252 See samples and learn about the hardware and software used by students. Computer Science BLSA-3

Confront the Marlboro Man Share your anti-tobacco message on the wall of tobacco advertising, and try your hand at Tobacco Jeopardy. Center for Tobacco Studies BLSA-484

Cotton Candy for the Kids Make a handmade get-well-soon card for kids at Saint Peter’s University Hospital, while enjoying scrumptious cotton candy! Rutgers Business School Undergraduate Programs BLSA-46

Creation of Games Society Showcase Hill Center, rooms 252 and 250 Try out games created by club members. Creation of Games Society (COGS) BLSA-275

CSI: Rutgers Channel your favorite crime scene investigator (Sherlock Holmes? Horatio Caine?) using new-fangled forensics and old-fashioned police work. Program in Criminal Justice BLSA-19

Dental Cornhole Can you land a beanbag in a tooth’s cavity? Rutgers Pre-Dental Society BLSA-266

Dive into Big Data and Explore! Learn information on big data, and play our bean bag toss. Or, test your knowledge to enter a raffle. The Rutgers Discovery Informatics Institute (RDII) BLSA-512

Estimation Station Guess how many quarters are in the jar and answer trivia questions about Wall Street history to win a prize. Little Investment Bankers of Rutgers (LIBOR) BLSA-235

Everything Is Poison! We encounter potential poisons where we live, work, and play. Learn how to keep your family safe. New Jersey Poison Control Center BLSA-281

Fact or Fiction Test your knowledge of autism. Akhil Autism Foundation: Rutgers Chapter BLSA-499

Fashion Logo Matching and Decorating a Page Match the company name to its logo. Fashion Organization of Rutgers Chapter BLSA-211

Fishing for Quality Health Learn information on big data, and play our bean bag toss. Or, test your knowledge to enter a raffle. The Rutgers Discovery Informatics Institute (RDII) BLSA-512

Fun and Games Join in fun health-related trivia and giveaways! Rutgers University Allied Health Professions Club BLSA-346

Fun Facts: Online Learning and Healthcare Play Healthcare Bingo, learn fun facts about online learning, and win prizes. Interdisciplinary Programs, School of Health Professions BLSA-353

Fun Obstacle Course and Nutrition Activity for Kids Tackle the obstacle course and participate in a nutrition activity. School of Public Health Alumni Association BLSA-152

Fun with Health Trivia Test your health knowledge with faculty, staff, and students. Physician Assistant Program, School of Health Professions BLSA-348

Games and Theory Spin the wheel and test your knowledge with mental math games, board games, and stock market trivia. Rutgers Quantitative Finance Club BLSA-491

Games with GOYA Play a game to learn about us. The GOYA Project BLSA-494

Gray Matters Learn about the human brain, put together a brain model, and play games to learn about brain processing and learning. Department of Neuroscience and Cell Biology BLSA-311

HazMat Toss! Learn about hazardous waste and personal protective equipment, from hazmat suits to respirators. Center for Public Health Workforce Development BLSA-231

Health and Wellness Trivia Join the Medical Imaging Sciences Team for trivia and giveaways. Medical Imaging Sciences, School of Health Professions BLSA-363

Health Behaviors and Emotion Research Learn about current studies and test the amount of carbon monoxide in your lungs. ABUSA and REHAB Clinical Psychology Research Labs BLSA-271

Health Food Plate Fun Activity Learn how to make a healthy meal demonstrated with faux food items. Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, Office of Community Health, Homeless and Indigent Population Health Outreach Project (HIPHOP) BLSA-309

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or orange Rutgers Day T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
**HIPHOP Promise Clinic**
Get your blood pressure screened and learn more about the Promise Clinic, a free healthcare clinic for uninsured people in New Brunswick. Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, Office of Community Health, Homeless and Indigent Population Health Outreach Project (HIPHOP) BLSA-322

**Hopscotch for Health**
Hop onto a square to get a fun fact about physical health and its connection to greater health outcomes. School of Public Health, Volunteer Opportunities In Community Engaged Services (VOICES) BLSA-270

**How to Become a Medical Student**
Participate in a Q&A session with med school students. Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, Office of Community Health, Homeless and Indigent Population Health Outreach Project (HIPHOP) BLSA-310

**How Well Do You Know Your Body?**
Play games to learn about the nervous, cardiovascular, and respiratory systems. Office of Undergraduate Instruction, Division of Life Sciences BLSA-188

**Improving Autism Across the Lifespan**
Learn how to promote quality research, professional training, and build public awareness to improve the lives of individuals with ASD. New Jersey Autism Center of Excellence BLSA-315

**Into the Supply Chain**
Learn how supply chain management impacts your everyday life. Business Association of Supply Chain Expertise (BASE) BLSA-167

**Journey to the Center of the Internet**
Discover how the internet works with a variety of fun and interactive activities. Office of Information Technology, Computer Labs and Help Desk BLSA-297

**Lab Carnival**
Enjoy lab-inspired carnival activities like the Anti-Dart, Transfuse Tery, and much more! Student Organization Medical Laboratory Sciences, School of Health Professions BLSA-362

**Making a Mess and Making Bliss**
Learn about the role that chemistry plays in your life, from liquids to gases that behave unexpectedly, to making ice cream. Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology BLSA-325

**Making All the Pieces Fit**
Draw a project card and create that image using the steps it would take in a real life situation. Office of Clinical Affairs, New Jersey Medical School BLSA-16

**Mathematical Games and Puzzles from Around the World!**
Explore games and puzzles from Japan to Ghana, from Scandinavia to New Zealand! Test your math knowledge with popular number puzzles. Mathematics Department BLSA-159

**Meet Alpha Kappa Psi**
Meet a diverse group of brothers, and learn about how this fraternity helps build professional and social skills. Alpha Kappa Psi BLSA-211

**Meet Health Professionals**
Meet our members and take your shot at winning fun Rutgers prizes! School of Health Professions Alumni Association BLSA-448

**Meet Phi Chi Theta**
Where business meets brotherhood, learn about our fraternity community initiative. Phi Chi Theta BLSA-168

**Molecular Candy Lab**
Explore science at the molecular level by building DNA and other models with your favorite candy. RCSB Protein Data Bank BLSA-56

**Nutrition: Back to Basics**
Enjoy interactive games, giveaways, and simplified meal preparation ideas to learn how food choices contribute to a healthier you! Department of Clinical and Preventive Nutrition Sciences, Student Dietetic Association (SDA) BLSA-361

**Operation Station**
Join the medical fraternity for a game of life-sized Operation. Phi Delta Epsilon BLSA-233

**Original Origami**
Make origami from recycled magazines and newspaper. Rutgers Enactus-New Brunswick BLSA-189

**N2 and You! Moving Past the Haber-Bosch Process**
Learn about how our bodies use nitrogen, the element that makes up nearly 80% of the atmosphere and around 3% of human body mass. Innovations at the Nexus of Food, Energy, and Water Systems (INFEWS) BLSA-263

**NADI Health Screening**
Get a free health screening, including blood pressure, BMI, fat percentage, and pulse readings. North American Disease Intervention (NADI) BLSA-368

**Visit the Engineering Science Fair at the new Richard Weeks Hall of Engineering for drone and robotic demonstrations, glass blowing, liquid nitrogen ice cream, and more!**

**Pop In!**
Play themed games, score a giveaway, and enjoy some freshly popped popcorn. Office of Enrollment Management, School of Health Professions BLSA-350

**Price is Right!**
Guess the price of an item. Win a prize if you’re right! Association of Latino Professionals for America (ALPFA) BLSA-229

**Prize Wheel**
Win a prize while learning more about this organization. Foundation for the International Medical Relief of Children BLSA-255

**Professional Business Fraternity**
Learn the fundamentals of the business world, and get tips and tricks for resume building, interviewing, and more. Delta Sigma Pi Professional Business Fraternity BLSA-93

**Public Health Trivia**
Join in a trivia game to learn about public health and debunk common myths. School of Public Health Student Government Association BLSA-269

**Putting the “Fun” in Functional**
Test out some of the unique equipment and devices used in occupational therapy to help patients be independent. Occupational Therapy Assistant Program, Department of Psychiatric Rehabilitation and Counseling BLSA-330
Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or orange Rutgers Day T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).

RBS 90th Anniversary Celebration 10
Celebrate this milestone anniversary and enjoy a cupcake with us! Office of Undergraduate Programs, Rutgers Business School BLSA-48

RBS Ice Cream Social 10
Meet up with alumni and students from Rutgers Business School. Rutgers Business School Alumni Association BLSA-48

RBS in a Nutshell 10
Visit the nutshell to learn more about all the school has to offer! Office of Undergraduate Programs, Rutgers Business School BLSA-47

RBS Marketing 10
Stop by to talk with our members and learn about upcoming events. Rutgers Association of Marketing and Strategy (RAMS) BLSA-536

Reading Rainbow: A Journey Through LGBTQ-inclusive Children’s and Young Adult Books 10
Explore the variety of books for all ages that include LGBTQ characters. Center for Health, Identity, Behavior, and Prevention Studies (CHIBPS) BLSA-307

RES Shark Tank 10
Choose a random, zany business idea and pitch it on the spot. Who can come up with the most convincing pitch? Rutgers Entrepreneurial Society BLSA-201

Rock Your Socks Off! 10
Come find your new pet rock or maybe eat a planet! Join us for geology-themed baked goods, refreshments, and a collection of coal fossils, rocks, and minerals. Earth and Planetary Sciences Graduate Student Organization BLSA-457

Rockin’ Pets 10
Paint and decorate rocks with yarn, googly eyes, and more. Learn where your rock came from and what type it is, and fill out a pet rock activity sheet. Geology Club BLSA-335

RU Healthy 10
Join us for health screenings, nutrition facts, stress reduction techniques, and information about the nursing profession. School of Nursing BLSA-566

RU Ready to Value 10
Learn about corporate structure on Wall Street by matching the CEO to the bank. RU Valuating BLSA-498

Rutgers Health, New Jersey’s most comprehensive health care provider, offers programs on the Busch and College Avenue campuses in partnership with RW/Baranabas Health.

Running Your Own Shop 10
Ever wonder what it’s like to have your own restaurant or store? Come one step closer to your dream. Rutgers DECA BLSA-87

Rutgers 33KB Toastmasters Club 10
Join the new Rutgers 33KB Toastmasters or the Rutgers Student Toastmasters clubs to further develop your public speaking and leadership skills. Rutgers 33KB Toastmasters Club BLSA-533

Rutgers Dining Services Sweet Stop 10
Make a “sweet stop” and decorate mini cupcakes with the help of dining services bakers! Student Affairs, Dining Services BLSA-84

Rutgers Global Surgery Student Alliance 10
Learn more about the Global Surgery Student Alliance (GSSA), a national student-run global surgery working group, affiliated with InciSioN (the International Student Surgical Network). Global Surgery Student Alliance BLSA-254

Rutgers Upward Bound and Upward Bound Math-Science Programs 10
Join crafts and activities, color a bookmark, or complete a crossword puzzle while learning more about the supportive and educational resource that assists students in navigating the college admissions process. Division of Undergraduate Academic Affairs, Student Access and Educational Equity, Rutgers Upward Bound and Upward Bound Math-Science BLSA-72

Scarlet Alumni Headquarters 10
Meet up with classmates and friends at Scarlet HQ: refreshments, photos, class year buttons, and more. Rutgers University Alumni Association BLSA-20

School of Public Health Admissions and Recruitment 10
See how you can join the nation’s leading public health researchers, educators, and practitioners. School of Public Health BLSA-124

School of Public Health Tent 10
Join the School of Public Health and all of its groups for a fun-filled afternoon! School of Public Health BLSA-401

Science Meets Business 10
See how the Master of Business and Science degree (MBS) combines a traditional Master’s of Science concentration with business courses, experiential learning, and networking opportunities. Professional Science Master’s Program BLSA-33

Shattering the Myths: Learn the Truth about Addiction 10
Play games to increase your awareness of addiction. Addiction Education Program, Center of Alcohol Studies BLSA-464

Shoot for Accounting 10
Shoot a basketball and test your accounting knowledge. Rutgers University Accounting Association BLSA-327

SHP Student Government Association 10
Meet the members, get involved, and see what’s coming up. School of Health Professions Student Government Association BLSA-358

Sign a Stud! 10
Sign your name to a stud that will be used to build a house. Rutgers Habitat for Humanity BLSA-520

Skills of a Surgeon 10
Think you’ve got what it takes to become a surgeon? Test your skills. Alpha Epsilon Delta, National Health Preprofessional Honor Society BLSA-126

Soccer Skills at Rutgers Day 10
Join Rutgers students and local Special Olympics athletes for a soccer juggling competition. Rutgers Unified Sports BLSA-415

Solar Observing 10
Robert A. Schommer Astronomical Observatory View the sun safely through 20-inch and 8-inch telescopes. You might see sunspots, prominences, or even a solar flare! Rutgers Astronomical Society, Department of Physics and Astronomy BLSA-351

South India Trivia Challenge 10
Spin the wheel to answer a question about South India and win candy. Rutgers University South Indian Foundation Sangam BLSA-208

Strawberry DNA Extraction 10
Extract DNA from strawberries and learn about graduate school in the biomedical sciences. Molecular Biosciences Graduate Student Organization BLSA-41

Stuffed Animal Check-Up 10
Assist medical students in providing a health exam to your favorite stuffed animal—or one of ours! Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, Office of Community Health, Homeless and Indigent Population Health Outreach Project (HIPHOP) BLSA-314

Tax Help 10
Learn how we help file tax returns for low-income earning people in the New Brunswick community. Beta Alpha Psi-Theta Mu Chapter BLSA-489

Tee it up at Rutgers Day! 10
Learn about the Rutgers Golf Course, talk some golf with staff, and enter drawings and contests. Rutgers University Public Golf Course BLSA-539
The Body and Biomaterials  
Explore how different materials and structures work together to help the injured. New Jersey Center for Biomaterials BLSA-286

The Boggs Center Disability Trivia Prize Wheel  
Test your disability knowledge in our family-friendly trivia game. The Boggs Center on Developmental Disabilities BLSA-470

The Community Living Education Project  
Play Bingo and learn about services benefiting those who work with and care for individuals with developmental disabilities. Center for Public Health Workforce Development, Community Living Education Project, School of Public Health BLSA-71

The Impromptu Business Pitch Bonanza  
Experience the reality of launching a social business or enterprise through a role-playing game. Rutgers Venture Capital Club (RVCC) BLSA-421

Tic Tac Business Toss  
Toss bean bags to win a prize! Office of Undergraduate Programs, Rutgers Business School BLSA-44

Two Wheels of Business  
Spin the wheel and answer a Rutgers trivia question correctly to win an awesome prize. Office of Undergraduate Programs, Rutgers Business School BLSA-45

Under the Sea Floor  
Board the JOIDES scientific ocean drilling ship to learn about what happened on Earth before humans arrived. Earth and Planetary Sciences, Rutgers Geology Museum, Marine and Coastal Sciences BLSA-371

What Do You Know About Loans?  
Spin the wheel and answer a question for a prize. Rutgers Personal Finance Club BLSA-445

What is Consulting?  
Play games and win prizes, all while learning about consulting. Rutgers Consulting Group BLSA-210

What is Your Aerobic Capacity?  
Take the pledge to keep on moving! Doctorate of Physical Therapy Program, School of Health Professions BLSA-354

What’s in Your Air, Water, and Paint?  
See what’s in the air you breathe with portable air monitoring equipment. EOHSI Center for Environmental Exposures and Disease BLSA-460

Women in Business Trivia  
Spin the wheel and answer trivia questions about women in business. Rutgers Undergraduate Women in Business BLSA-30

Women in STEM  
Learn about programs offering first-year undergraduate women in engineering and computer science a residential home on Busch. Douglass Residential College, Douglass Project for Rutgers Women in Math, Science, Engineering, and Technology BLSA-294

Life Sciences Area Programs listed by start time
10 a.m.; 10:30 a.m.; 11 a.m.; 11:30 a.m.; 12 p.m.; 12:30 p.m.; 1 p.m.
Hope for Recovery from Spinal Cord Injury  
Tour the world-class Keck Center, where cutting edge research is bringing hope to people who are paralyzed. Tours begin at the Life Sciences Tent or the Keck Center. W.M. Keck Center for Collaborative Neuroscience, Stem Cell Research Center, Department of Cell Biology and Neuroscience BLSA-186

10 a.m.; 12:30 p.m.
See the Chemistry Department
Chemistry and Chemical Biology Building
Tour the new laboratories and facilities. Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology BLSA-319

11 a.m.; 1:30 p.m.
Chemistry: Seriously? Should You Be Doing That?  
Chemistry and Chemical Biology Building, Auditorium
Demonstrations highlight the thrills and defeats of chemical experiments. Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology BLSA-318

11 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Jersey Roots, Cosmic Reach  
Physics and Astronomy Building, room 401
Share the excitement of exploring the universe using state-of-the-art observatories and computer simulations. Department of Physics and Astronomy BLSA-480

12 p.m. – 2 p.m.
Pheel the Physics!  
Physics Lecture Hall
Take a spin on the spinning stool! Feel the strength of eddy currents! Make a bowl sing! Feel and observe various physics phenomena through our hands-on physics apparatus. Department of Physics and Astronomy BLSA-380

1 p.m.; 2 p.m.
Inside the Cell Bank  
Explore the largest university-based cell and DNA repository in the world. Tours begin at the Life Sciences Tent. Rutgers Cell and DNA Repository Infinite Biologics BLSA-187

2:30 p.m. – 4 p.m.
Phenomenal Faraday Physics  
Physics Lecture Hall
Laugh, learn, and discover the excitement of science in this popular show for all ages. Gasp at a man on a bed of nails! Wonder at an exploding hydrogen balloon! Witness a fire extinguisher rocket a person across the room! (90-minutes) Department of Physics and Astronomy BLSA-382